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Japan CPI, Unemployment, Industrial Output; India GDP
BEN BARIS & JUSTIN JIMENEZ, BLOOMBERG BRIEF EDITORS

WHAT TO WATCH: Today's deluge of data from begins at 7:30 a.m., when theJapan 
country reports on and for April. With the impact of last year's taxCPI unemployment 
hike removed from the data, economists see the decelerating toheadline inflation rate 
0.6 percent year on year and the measure at 0.3 percent. At 7:50 a.m., the countrycore 
updates on for April, which is expected to rise 1 percent fromindustrial production 
March. Ending the Asian day is first quarter , released at 8 p.m. TheIndia's GDP data  
median economist estimate sees a slight deceleration to 7.3 percent year-on-year
growth, from 7.5 percent growth in the fourth quarter.

ECONOMICS: South Korea's industrial production probably fell 0.5 percent year on
year in April, 7 a.m. may have risen 0.5 percent monthAustralia's private sector credit 
on month in April, 9:30 a.m. data for April is released at 3:30 p.m.Thailand's trade 

GOVERNMENT: Mongolia’s government plans to sell as much as $1 billion of
international bonds, a potential economic boost for a country that has struggled to raise
capital amid weak commodity prices and investor disputes.

COMPANIES: Singapore-based semiconductor maker Avago Technologies Ltd.
agreed to buy wireless chipmaker  for $37 billion in the biggestBroadcom Corp.
technology acquisition ever.

MARKETS: The ’s drop in recent days was “rough,” and the government willyen
continue to carefully monitor movements in the currency, Japanese Finance Minister

 said at a Group of Seven meeting in Dresden.Taro Aso

(All times local for Hong Kong.)

COMMENTARY IN THIS ISSUE

It's early to call an end to
the Chinese bull market
in , but stocks Tom Orlik 
examines how positive
contributions to growth
would turn into drags if
Thursday's plunge
augurs things to come.

Add slowing wage 
growth to the list of
concerns for China. 

saysFielding Chen 
weak wages could be an
additional risk to the
country's growth target.

While the has made progress ineuro area 
strengthening its institutions, deep flaws
remain, writes in part twoMaxime Sbaihi 
of his series on the monetary union   .

Projected strength may narroweuro 
margins for Chinese luxury auto ventures
while Japanese automakers may book
gains: Steve Man, Bloomberg
Intelligence Analyst.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"A China-style liquidity trap is
taking place. The central bank
has pumped a lot of money into
the banking system, but banks
can’t find places to lend the
money, so the banks are actually
asking the central bank to take
back some liquidity."  

— Xu Gao, chief economist at China Everbright

Securities. Read more on the .terminal

NUMBER OF THE DAY

 —$104 billion  The record amount of
cash that Japan’s companies doled out to
investors in the last year. Dividends and
buybacks soared 76 percent to 12.8
trillion yen in the 12 months ended in
March, said Nomura Holdings. Read the
full story on the .Bloomberg terminal

BIG PICTURE  TOM ORLIK, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Rising Volatility, Risk in China Stock Markets (YTD%)

The Shanghai Composite Index fell 6.5 percent to 4,620 yesterday, marking the biggest
single-day drop since January 19. The cause of the big selloff is unclear. Meanwhile, China's
weak economy and slowing corporate profits do not support the current rally in the stock
market, which has risen about 40 percent this year on top of a 50 percent increase in 2014.
The rising volatility points to higher investment risks in China's equity market.

— Fielding Chen, Bloomberg Economist

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
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BIG PICTURE  TOM ORLIK, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Why China's Equity Reversal Is Bad for Growth
The wild rally in China's equity markets

may be coming to an end. The Shanghai
Composite Index fell 6.5 percent
Thursday as margin calls from brokers
and a liquidity drain from the central bank
spooked investors. A boom in the equity
market has helped prevent a sharper
slowdown in China's economic growth.
What would a stock slump mean?

Buoyant markets supported growth
through three channels. An increase in
broker fees bolstered the financial
sector's contribution to GDP. Higher
valuations made it easier for growing
firms to raise funds for investment. And a
positive wealth effect spurred households
to raise consumption and boosted
corporate profits.

On the first point, the contribution
appears to have been substantial. The
financial sector was the only bright spot in
the first-quarter GDP data. Growth at 15.9
percent year on year helped offset the
drag from real estate and heavy industry.
Without more granular data, it's difficult to
know exactly where that's coming from.
Still, the obvious explanation is surging
equity markets boosting value-added at
the mainland's brokers.

On the second channel, the picture is
more mixed. It's true that equity
fundraising has been up in recent months,
facilitated by the restart of IPOs at the
start of 2014. Even so, at just 4 percent of
total social finance, it has only re-attained
the level reached in 2010 and 2011 and
remains far from a peak of 17 percent at
the start of 2008.

From the point of view of China's
economic rebalancing, it's important not
just that equity valuations and fundraising
are going up, but also which sectors are
benefiting most. In the past year, the
share of IPO fundraising from consumer
and technology companies has risen to
35 percent, up from 25 percent in the
previous three years.  That suggests the

 
See this analysis on the Bloomberg terminal with additional charts .here

contribution to growth and rebalancing
from stronger equity fundraising was
positive but small.

The final channel through which the
equity boom supported the real economy
is through the wealth effect. Rising equity
values mean an increase in household
wealth that could support stronger
consumption. The impact is limited by the
relatively small share of total assets
Chinese household have in equities. Even
so, the 125 percent rise in the market in
the last year has helped offset the drag
on household wealth from falling real
estate prices.

China's corporates are also investors in
equities, holding each other's shares and
parking spare cash in the markets. Data
released earlier this week by the National
Bureau of Statistics showed growth in
industrial profits rebounded to 2.6 percent
year on year in April, after contracting in
the first quarter. The NBS said that gains
from investment income accounted for the
bulk of the increase in profits.

It's too early to call the end of China's
rally. The market is overinterpreting the
significance of the PBOC's rumored drain
of tens of billions of yuan through repo
issuance. That probably represents an
attempt to put a floor under interbank
rates at the current very low levels — the
seven-day repo rate is at 1.9 percent —
rather than a decision to embark
prematurely on a tightening cycle. A set of
pro-growth policy announcements could
swing sentiment back to positive.

Still, Thursday's market correction
underlines the inherent risks in a
momentum-driven rally. With valuations
drifting further away from fundamentals,
margin trades accounting for a significant
share of the action and novice retail
investors playing a major role, the risk of
a substantial reversal is high. If the
market goes down as fast as it went up,
the positive contribution to growth from
financial-sector output, fundraising,
household wealth and corporate profits
will turn into a drag.

 

CHINA'S CHALLENGES  FIELDING CHEN, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

China's Growth and Stock Markets Have Diverged

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/np29vr6s972h
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/ni%20ecocom
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CHINA'S CHALLENGES  FIELDING CHEN, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Slowing Wage Growth Adding to Policy Makers' Headaches
Add slowing wage growth to the list of

concerns for China's policy makers. Last
year, the increase in average salaries for
urban Chinese workers decelerated to 9.4
percent, marking the lowest annual
growth since the data series began in
2001. In real terms, average wages grew
7.1 percent, below the country's 7.4
percent GDP growth. That suggests the
country's labor market may be softer than
the official unemployment rate, which
dropped to 4.05 percent in the first
quarter of this year.

The slowing economy appears to be the
main culprit, as growth in average wages
is highly correlated to growth in nominal
GDP. Decelerating wage growth may
have a knock-on effect on private
consumption if households lower their
expectations for their lifetime earnings.
That would add further downside risks to
the economy.

Weak wage growth may be an
additional risk to the government's two
main goals this year: GDP growth of 7

percent and maintaining a stable job
market. On top of fiscal and monetary
easing, China's government may also

want to consider policies such as tax cuts
and consumption subsidies to boost
income and encourage consumption.

 
 

EURO AREA MAXIME SBAIHI, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Average Wage Gains Correlate With Nominal GDP Growth  

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://bit.ly/1bUy0bA
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EURO AREA MAXIME SBAIHI, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Battling Delay and Doubt (Part Two)
In this second part of  on theour series

euro area's existential crisis, we analyze
efforts to strengthen the region's
institutional architecture. Progress has
been made, yet flaws remain. Leaders
seem to have relapsed into complacency,
failing to apply imaginative solutions to
the problems. Losses of national
sovereignty implied by further integration
are harder to sell as citizens are growing
more skeptical toward the euro idea.

As the table shows, the euro-area
toolbox has been expanded significantly
since the outbreak of its crisis in 2010
with the Greek prelude. The currency
union now has a small yet permanent
solidarity structure (European Stability
Mechanism), a stronger fiscal and
macroeconomic surveillance framework
("six pack", "two pack", fiscal compact,
Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure)
and a new financial supervisory
framework (European System of Financial
Supervision). Europe has also taken
decisive steps towards a banking union
(Single Supervisory Mechanism, Single
Resolution Mechanism).

On the monetary policy side, the
European Central Bank reluctantly turned
into a lender of last resort for sovereigns
(through the Securities Market Program
and then Outright Monetary Transactions)
and is now implementing a sovereign
quantitative easing program, both
unthinkable years ago.

The crisis response has also inched
some intellectual battle lines forward in
Europe. In June 2012, a  ofvast project
self-examination was launched to develop
“a specific and time-bound road map for
the achievement of a genuine Economic
and Monetary Union.” Nothing less.

An update is expected again at the
June 25-26 European summit. It's a fair
bet that new concrete steps are unlikely,
as the economic outlook is improving
now. Furthermore, the ECB's quantitative
easing is altering the usual euro
crisis-resolution pattern: the market stress
that repeatedly shook leaders out of their
complacency to find a policy response
has vanished. As the world has seen, the
only way they know how to act together is
with their backs against the wall.

It's important at least to keep the
impulse toward reflection alive, because

 
the euro area remains an incomplete
union. Little attention goes to economic
imbalances, compared with fiscal ones. A
Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure
allows for monitoring, yet the tool is too
backward-looking and focused on deficits.
While peripheral members are adjusting
their current deficits — mainly through
internal devaluation — surpluses remain
at the core. For example, the European
Commission now expects the German
current account surplus to rise to a record
7.9 percent of GDP this year. That would
make a fourth year in a row violating the 6
percent MIP limit, and still no sanction is
in sight. Wages and productivity can also
continue to diverge with no mechanism or
exchange rate to correct the anomalies.

Fiscal policies remain a national matter.
As such, the overall euro-area fiscal
stance hardly allows for a cycle-fitting
policy mix. Except for the fiscal stimulus
in 2009 — which was coordinated and
maximized spillover effects — fiscal 
non-cooperation is the rule among euro

 members. In the absence of cross-border
fiscal transfers or a central mechanism for

 debt forgiveness, national fiscal
 consolidation is the only immediate

solution left to bring debt levels down.
The problem is not limited to Greece.

How should record-high public debt be
brought down when growth and inflation
are set to remain sluggish and austerity
fatigue is rising? That's the multi-trillion
euro existential question the region now

has to answer. Some political parties
(Greece's Syriza, Spain's Podemos,
France's National Front) already find
popularity attacking the default taboo.

According to Jean Monnet's chain
reaction for Europe, the crisisfunction 
should trigger further integration. Yet this
theory is challenged in practice. After
wearying years of crisis patch-up and
austerity, sovereignty loss associated with
further integration is not politically
acceptable anymore and euroskepticism
is rising. As European Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker once put
it, "We all know what to do, we just don't
know how to get re-elected after we've
done it.” Back in the heady days of
European dreams, democratic legitimacy
wasn't Monnet's priority. "I thought it
wrong to consult the peoples of Europe
about the structure of a community of
which they had no practical experience,”
he wrote in his memoirs.

Monnet's close your eyes and move
forward method is now showing its limits.
National citizens seem less willing to
compromise in the interest of the euro
area. The currency union can't stay in its
current form if it wants to last, yet the
conditions for further integration are not
favorable. The third and final part of this
series suggests some possible solutions,
taking into account political constraints.

Read the full analysis on the .Bloomberg terminal

The series concludes Monday in Asia Brief.

TODAY'S DATA

Crisis Efforts Have Filled Out the Euro Area's Toolbox

*Note: The six-pack — named for five regulations and one directive — reinforced the prevention/correction of fiscal
slippages. The two-pack was adopted to improve the fiscal communication between states and EU authorities.

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://newsletters.briefs.bloomberg.com/document/4kz19peet8uzxt5s7t/euro-area
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2012/06/pdf/towards-a-genuine-economic-and-monetary-union---report-by-president-of-the-european-council-herman-van-rompuy/
http://newsletters.briefs.bloomberg.com/document/4kz19peet8uzxt5s7t/euro-area
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/NP1NAY6S9729
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TODAY'S DATA

 

TIME COUNTRY EVENT SURVEY PRIOR

7:00 South Korea Industrial Production YoY -0.50% -0.10%

7:30 Japan Jobless Rate 3.40% 3.40%

7:30 Japan Job-To-Applicant Ratio 1.15 1.15

7:30 Japan Overall Household Spending YoY 3.00% -10.60%

7:30 Japan Natl CPI YoY 0.60% 2.30%

7:30 Japan Natl CPI Ex Fresh Food YoY 0.20% 2.20%

7:30 Japan Natl CPI Ex Food, Energy YoY 0.30% 2.10%

7:50 Japan Industrial Production MoM 1.00% -0.80%

9:00 New Zealand ANZ Business Confidence — 30.2

9:30 Australia Private Sector Credit MoM 0.50% 0.50%

9:30 Australia Private Sector Credit YoY 6.30% 6.20%

13:00 Japan Housing Starts YoY 0.20% 0.70%

15:30 Thailand BoP Current Account Balance -$50M $2223M

17:30 Sri Lanka CPI YoY — 0.10%

20:00 India GDP Annual Estimate YoY 7.40% 7.40%

20:00 India GDP YoY 7.30% 7.50%

— Macau Hotel Occupancy Rate — 77.3
Source: Bloomberg  BCAL <GO>

All times local for Hong Kong. Survey figures updated at 5:30 a.m.
Click on the to see a range of economist forecasts on the terminal. highlighted releases

INDIA

CALENDAR

OVERNIGHT

More Americans than forecast signed
contracts to purchase previously owned

 in April, indicating a pickup inU.S. homes
the housing market during the busy spring
selling period. The index of pending home
resales climbed 3.4 percent to the highest
level in nine years after a revised 1.2
percent gain the prior month, the National
Association of Realtors said.

Applications for U.S. jobless benefits
remained below 300,000 for the 12th
straight week, signaling the labor market
remains firm even as the economy has
been slow to rebound from a first-quarter
slump. Jobless claims increased by 7,000
to 282,000 in the week ended May 23, a
Labor Department report showed.
Readings this low typically coincide with
healthy levels of hiring.

The Bloomberg Weekly Consumer
 index fell to 40.9 in the weekComfort

ended May 24 from 42.4 a week earlier.

A failure to reach an agreement on
Greece’s aid program soon may drive
yields on bonds issued by other euro-area
countries higher, the European Central

 said. Bank “In the absence of a quick
agreement on structural implementation
needs, the risk of an upward adjustment
of the risk premia demanded on
vulnerable euro-area sovereigns could
materialize,” the ECB said in its
twice-yearly Financial Stability Review.

The ECB should explain why
market-sensitive information was
disclosed to a limited audience in a
speech on May 18, the European

 said. “I should beUnion’s ombudsman
grateful if the ECB could provide a more
detailed account of the incident in
question and in particular of the measures
it has taken to avoid a similar incident,”
the ombudsman, Emily O’Reilly, said in a
letter to ECB President Mario Draghi
published on her office’s website. “For
obvious reasons, your reply should in
principle be public.”

Americas

Europe

BI INSIGHTS  STEVE MAN, BLOOMBERG INTELLIGENCE ANALYST

Consumption, Trade May Slow India’s First-Quarter GDP

Growth may have moderated in the March quarter with real household spending getting less of a
boost from lower inflation. Households have more spending power when there is less inflation.
Domestic passenger car sales, which have tracked shifts in the private consumption component
of GDP, rose just 4.2 percent year on year in the first three months of the year compared with
6.8 percent in the prior quarter. India’s merchandise trade deficit also widened to 736.5 billion
rupees in March from 592.1 billion rupees in December, suggesting more of a drag on growth.

— Tamara Henderson, Bloomberg Economist

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/securities/JNUE%20Index/ECOS
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/securities/JNCPIYOY%20Index/ECOS
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/securities/JNIPMOM%20Index/ECOS
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/securities/IGDRYOY%20Index/ECOS
http://blinks.bloomberg.com/screens/bcal
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BI INSIGHTS  STEVE MAN, BLOOMBERG INTELLIGENCE ANALYST

Projected Euro Strength Helps Some Asian Automakers, Hinders Others
Margins for Chinese luxury auto

ventures may be narrowed by a stronger
euro in the intermediate term. Meanwhile,
Japanese automakers may book gains as
a euro recovery leads to higher yen
revenue and profit from European sales.

Japanese automakers' foreign
exchange gains in the fiscal year ending
in March may be higher than forecast.
Toyota, Honda and Suzuki predict the yen
will be at 125 per euro this fiscal year,
stronger than a consensus expectation of
130. A euro recovery translates into
higher earnings from European sales.
Japanese automakers have also booked
foreign exchange gains from the yen's
weakness against the U.S. dollar in the
past two fiscal years. Those gains are
expected to shrink with the dollar-yen rate
unchanged since the start of the year.

Sino-German auto ventures in China
may pay higher costs for components due
to the projected euro appreciation. BMW
Brilliance and BAIC's Beijing Benz are the
most sensitive to the currency’s moves
because the ventures typically purchase
components from their German parents.
Volkswagen's ventures with FAW and
SAIC may be less affected by euro gains
because they buy as much as 95 percent
of their auto components locally.

New engine plants in China may not cut
BMW Brilliance and Beijing Benz's
dependence on imported components.
Chinese ventures that produce luxury
autos may need more yuan to purchase
components from foreign partners in
Europe as the euro rises. The engine
makes up 15 percent to 20 percent of a
vehicle's cost.

Dollar Has Been Big Part of FX Gains for Japan's Carmakers

FY 2015 Forex Gains (Billions of Yen) % of Operating Income

USD EUR Total

Toyota 380 15 345 13%

Honda — — 164 25%

Nissan — — 69 12%

Fuji Heavy 927 15 1,037 25%

Suzuki Motor — — 22 12%

Total 1,637 19%
Source: Company filings

 

 
 

ECONOCHAT

Recent Signs Euro May Have Halted Yuan's Appreciation

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://bit.ly/BBGChinaSmog
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ECONOCHAT
MARKET CALLS   BLOOMBERG NEWS

Jun Ishii, the chief debt strategist at ,Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities
said the 10-year yield on Japanese government bonds will more than double to 1
percent by about the first quarter of 2017. The benchmark yield will then climb to 1.2
percent by the end of 2017 as Bank of Japan officials discuss how to taper their stimulus
program that began in April 2013, according to Ishii.

“There are good reasons to be concerned about the outlook for [Japan's] consumer
spending," notes , an economist at . Wage growthMarcel Thieliant Capital Economics
will probably remain sluggish in coming months, “constraining the recovery in private
consumption,” he said.

ANZ sees the Bank of Thailand lowering its policy rate by 25 basis points to 1.25
percent by year-end, which would be the terminal rate. ANZ is apprehensive of the
notion that interest-rate relief will possibly come to the aid of confidence anytime soon,
and said further monetary easing takes into account the absence of strong recovery and
elevated real rates.

Vietnam's inflation may slow to 2 percent at the end of 2015 given the current dong
exchange rate and national monetary policies, said , head of Nguyen Duc Thanh

.Vietnam Economic Policy Research Institute

“An increase of 10 to 15 basis points on yields of U.S. dollar bonds is on the cards, on
expectations the Fed may raise interest rates later this year,” said ,Ajeet Agarwal
finance director at . “Dollar borrowing costs for IndianRural Electrification Corp
companies will rise,” he said.    

COMMENTARY ON THE WEB

One year after India's Prime Minister
Narendra Modi assumed office, it appears
that the bipolar alliance system in South

 has accelerated, with IndiaAsia
strengthening ties with the U.S. and
Pakistan growing ever closer to China,
writes  of the BrookingsBruce Riedel
Institution.

In a post for the Asian Development
Bank Institute's blog, Ganeshan

,  and Wignaraja Peter Morgan Michael
 make the case for increasedG. Plummer

between South andeconomic integration 
Southeast Asia. With the Asean
Economic Community forthcoming and a
pro-business government in India, the
authors argue that now is the time to
begin tapping into opportunities in the two
subregions, and that improved physical
connectivity is a key way to build closer
economic ties.

KEENE'S CORNER

Marc Chandler, global head

of currency strategy at Brown

Brothers Harriman, speaks

with Bloomberg's Tom Keene

and Michael McKee about the

ramifications of Japan's yen

and China's yuan.

Q: Do you worry about the yen, and
the ramifications of market moves to
adjacent nations? Do Abenomics and
maybe the strong U.S. dollar have
profound ramifications?
A: It seems that the yen's weakness is
perfectly in line with the G-7, the G-10
communications. They're not
manipulating the currency market, they're
not intervening. But the ramification of it is
very strong. What Japanese companies
did when the yen was strong was move
production offshore.

Now the Japanese are moving
production back onshore, and so over the

 next several years, it will change the
landscape in East Asia. Notcompetitive 

only do they have to worry about the

depreciation of the yen, but also the
appreciation of the Chinese renminbi on a
trade-weighted basis, and the slowing of
the world's second largest economy.

Q: Speaking of China, what are we to
make of the UN and the IMF saying its
currency is no longer undervalued?
A: I suppose that everybody has got their
own opinion about what is fair value.
People use different models. The IMF has
been hinting at this for a while. But the
real focus is whether the RMB is going to
be included in the IMF's SDR basket. This
is very important because this is a part of
the internationalization of the Chinese
currency and the IMF will make the
decision later this year. It looks like more
countries want the Chinese to be included
in the SDR, including the Germans.

Q:  Should Americans fear that?
 We really cocked up that AIIB decisionA:

and how we present it to the world. I think
that we really have to make a choice. We
either make room at the economic table
for the Chinese, or we have to fight them

think— not necessarily militarily, but I 

that it's in our interest to figure out ways
to turn a zero-sum game into a
non-zero-sum game and make room at
the table for them. We should fear them. 
The U.S. does well when we think
someone is chasing us, when someone is
about to eat our lunch. It boosts our own
competitive drive. But for the next
generation, trying to make room at the
table for the Chinese, it will probably be
the number one economic priority.

Q: What is your tipping point for either
dollar-yen or euro-dollar?
A: Everybody is talking about parity on
the euro. Many people thought we'd
already be there. Even though I'm a big
dollar bull, I don't expect to be there until
next year, though we could see it later
this year. The key level we're approaching
on dollar-yen is 125. It's a nice round,
psychological number, and if we get
above there, we haven't seen these levels
since 2002 or so. We're approaching
psychologically important levels that will
convince more people that they can't fight
the dollar up-trend.

This interview has been edited and condensed.

MARKET INDICATORS

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2015/05/25-india-china-pakistan-ties-riedel
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http://www.asiapathways-adbi.org/2015/05/the-case-for-connecting-south-asia-and-southeast-asia/
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MARKET INDICATORS

ASIAN DEBT FLOWS TAMARA HENDERSON, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Source: Bloomberg. Updated at 5:35 a.m. Hong Kong time.
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ASIAN DEBT FLOWS TAMARA HENDERSON, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

KRW Monetary Stabilization Bond Redemption Features Next Week
UPCOMING REDEMPTIONS (USD MLN)

CURRENCY OF ISSUE 12W AVG TOTAL MAY 30 MAY 31 JUN 01 JUN 02 JUN 03 JUN 04 JUN 05

Australian Dollar     1,545          39          39           -             -             -             -             -             -  

Chinese Yuan   29,217   19,609     3,497     1,354     1,986     2,207     1,798     1,910     6,857

Hong Kong Dollar     5,494     6,130           -             -            99          99     5,410          66        455

Indian Rupee     3,305     3,302          21          25          85          34        203     2,791        142

Indonesian Rupiah     1,048     1,104           -              6           -            55        149          76        818

Japanese Yen   74,274   69,313        325     1,099   45,982        447   20,635        256        569

Malaysian Ringgit     1,264        910           -             -             -          145        142        551          72

Mongolian Togrog            1           -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -  

New Zealand Dollar        745        329           -             -             -          200           -          129           -  

Pakistani Rupee        902           -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -  

Philippine Peso        288        816           -             -          179           -          447        190           -  

Singapore Dollar     5,507     4,148           -             -             -             -             -             -       4,148

South Korean Won     7,490   13,527        334     1,340          91     9,328        540     1,520        374

Sri Lankan Rupee        172        221           -             -             -             -             -             -          221

Taiwan Dollar        765        247        186           -            52           -             -              8           -  

Thai Baht     3,334     4,166        178          30          59     1,038     1,157     1,631          74

Vietnamese Dong        565     1,201            9          23        419        154        116        233        247
Source: Bloomberg  SRCH <GO>

Note: Includes corporate and government issues. Share calculations are based only on the national government bonds redeemed in 2014. “-”
means zero. “0” means less than 500,000 U.S. dollars.
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